Saxe Refutes Bauer's Note
Attracting Lecture Classes;
Faculty Speaks on System

The lecture system, slated for expansion at the College next semester, has produced a varied reaction from faculty and students alike. In interviews with THE TICKER, some expressed approval of the trend. Others saw lectures as detrimental to students' education and viewed unfavorably the institution of lecture sections in Psychology 1 and Economics 101 and 102 next semester.

Of those opposing lecturers, Dr. Joan Gadol (Hist.) and Dr. John Bauer (Psy.) have been most outspoken in their opinions.

Dr. Bauer, expressing his opposition and the reasons behind it in a letter to THE TICKER, (printed on page 3) declared, "The further spread of the lecture system is not in the best interest of the student, but it will be continued." He stated, "The City College System is concerned," and "The plan to expand the lecture system is the best way to perpetuate the decline of the '40's and '50's."

A copy of the letter was sent by Dr. Bauer to Dean Emanuel Saxe, who stated in a telephone interview with THE TICKER, "The three professors mentioned in this paragraph (printed above) are entirely incorrect in their opinions.

The increased use of lectures to replace recitation classes, one of the more pressing issues facing the student body at the present time, was viewed with concern by leading Baruch School students interviewed by THE TICKER.

"The Department of Student Life and Government is paid on a straight salary basis and earns less than the student-faculty ratio. Mr. Schwartz recently brought to the attention of President Gallagher eight specific grievances - (Continued on Page 7)

Students Express Fear
Of Lecture Expansion

The constitution will be revised to insufficient budgetary appropriations. Another difficulty cited by Dr. Gallagher was the civil service law under which the people who staff the College's Department of Buildings and Grounds are drawn on the same list used by the high schools. The head of Buildings and Grounds is paid on a straight salary basis and earns less than the student-faculty ratio. Mr. Schwartz recently brought to the attention of President Gallagher eight specific grievances - (Continued on Page 7)

Fred Schwartz
Direct Action

Richard Schwartz
To Protest Building Ills

The increased use of lectures to replace recitation classes one of the more pressing issues facing the student body at the present time, was viewed with concern by leading Baruch School students interviewed by THE TICKER.

"The Department of Student Life and Government is paid on a straight salary basis and earns less than the student-faculty ratio. Mr. Schwartz recently brought to the attention of President Gallagher eight specific grievances - (Continued on Page 7)

House Plan Referendum Means
Continuation With Student Life

Continuation of the programs already begun by the Department of Student Life were insured recently by the passage of the House Plan referendum. H.P. director Anita Perlman explained:

The referendum was to determine whether House Plan would remain affiliated with The Department of Student Life. Members voted 176 to 68 for affiliation.

"The Department of Student Life would like House Plan to become more closely knit, since it is now a "(Continued on Page 7)
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Continuation of the programs already begun by the Department of Student Life were insured recently by the passage of the House Plan referendum. H.P. director Anita Perlman explained:

The referendum was to determine whether House Plan would remain affiliated with The Department of Student Life. Members voted 176 to 68 for affiliation.

"The Department of Student Life would like House Plan to become more closely knit, since it is now a segmented organization," Miss Perlman noted.

"They would further like House Plan to become a more cohesive group involved in more than social life. By doing this we tend to stress inter-group functions, like theatre outings, community projects, and charity activities," she said.

In defining the aims of his organization, House Plan President, Harve Schusters stated, "We would like to strengthen what has already been started." - An illustration of this point is House Plan's efforts to bring the students and faculty closer together. (Continued on Page 7)

Need for Financial Support
Revealed in Bowker Report

Dr. Alebrt H. Bowker, the chancellor of the City University of New York, recently addressed the annual meeting of the Americana Statistical Association, of which he is the president, on "Quality and Quantity in Higher Education." He stated, "My principal concern, said Dr. Bowker, "has been to focus on data relevant to public policy—the adequacy of higher education in our nation's various states and the quantity of our advanced growth effort. The latter, continued the chancellor, is now primarily a concern of the federal government; the former still lies on the shoulders of the states."

The new statistical studies by Dr. Bowker reveal that there is very little or no relation between the wealth of a state's residents and the per cent of its college-age population who remain in the state as full-time undergraduate students.

"The top states," he continued, "tend to mount large efforts in public higher education. Twenty to thirty percent of their college-age youth are in public institutions.

(Continued on Page 7)
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Record High Budget
Announced by BHE

The Baruch School Committee on Human Rights requested a budget of $11,061,000 in its meeting prior to the College Senate for the academic year 1965-66. The budget included a lump sum of $1,000,000 for additional facilities and equipment, $25,000 for the College Library, $15,000 for the Discovery Program, $75,000 for the Learning Center, $75,000 for the Student Union, $75,000 for the Student Life Program, $75,000 for the College Senate, and $75,000 for the College Senate. The budget also included a lump sum of $1,000,000 for additional facilities and equipment, $25,000 for the College Library, $15,000 for the Discovery Program, $75,000 for the Learning Center, $75,000 for the Student Union, $75,000 for the Student Life Program, $75,000 for the College Senate, and $75,000 for the College Senate.

The action was taken after rec-
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The Wealth of Knowledge

We Do Not Need Elections—or 1984
Here We Come!

I. EDWARD SAGARIN (sociology Department)

After the elections of 1964, while the politicians who had taken the polls were all so preoccupied by the accuracy of their predictions and the many polls that had preceded the elections, they became obsessed by the mechanics of the voting process itself. The mechanics of the voting process were so complex that it was impossible for any politician to understand them. In the end, all that was achieved was a deeper understanding of the complexity of the voting process.

The idea that the voting process could be understood is a myth. The voting process is not a simple, mechanical system. It is a complex, dynamic system that is constantly changing. The politicians who have failed to understand this have failed to understand the voting process.

II. STEVE SAGARIN (sociology Department)
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he must help in the business. We have to bring the
individuals in the community together. We have
a magazine, as well as a unit in the community of
the city.

Those of us who are interested in the profes-
sionalization of business must have a special
contribution to make. For it is one of the profes-
sionals who does not look at the skills of the profes-
sionals but to their human dignity and their
moral integrity, in his own view, this is the
problem. Wendell Holmes is continuing a speech to
Harvard undergraduates in which he debates the
questions of human preoccupations. His comments
apply with equal legitimacy to a question about the
way we teach business administration today.

When the average business man is in the
market town, there is no easy bad-weather
proclivity in the pines and the storms.

The dissolution in all its branches—I would say: To
demonstrate the relevance of all human preoccupations.

Wendell Holmes in concluding a speech to Harvard
students, said, "You do not bid me sell my birthright for a
piece of paper. They are the same questions that meet you
again and again."

In any form of practical life. If a man has the soul of
the nation I admit at once that these questions are not futile,
has not been answered. He will ask: What is all this to
my soul? You do not bid me sell my birthright for a
piece of paper. They are the same questions that meet you
again and again."

Peering our teaching and study must be this aim of the
state of life. He asked to business administration is to
link together with the student's human self-realization.
Let not one half of the students, and not even a
part of a course is suited for a student's human
self-realization. Let not one half of the students, and not even a
part of a course is suited for a student's human
self-realization. Let not one half of the students, and not even a
part of a course is suited for a student's human
self-realization.

Baruch Schwartz's address was given at the
Barnard College in New York. The
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Like Holmes, we may have to admit repetitively
that the effort of the question, and that the
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ACCOUNTING SOCIETY

MR. LANSER

Of the Placement Office Will Speak on
Job Placement and Resume Preparation

Thursday, January 7
12:15 Rm 1203

All Clubs and Organizations interes-
ted in having interested members
must notify, in writing, Ronald
Novits, vice president of Student Council, by Friday.

The notification must include the name of the sponsoring organization, the
charity being supported, a date and an alternate
date and the method of collection.
Beavers Beat Queens College
As Lavender Defense Excels; Zuckerman, Kissman Score

By Barry Epstein

The City College basketball team defeated Queens College, 62-54, Tuesday, October 29, in Wingate Gym (Uptown). The team's record now stands at 3-3.

Leading scorers for City were Al Zuckerman and Bob Kissman with 19 and 16 points, respectively. Mike Pearl added 12 points.

The game started with a poor showing from both teams. Marty Eichen and Ed Resnick were held to 20 points between them, about half their usual output.

The first half started with both teams scoring early baskets. During the first 12 minutes of play, the game was tied five times and the lead changed hands four times.

With 5:55 to go in the half, Bob Kissman scored on a lay-up to give City its 21-2 lead, which it never lost.

The score at the half was 22-27.

After Norman Zuckerman opened the second half with a jump shot for Queens, the Beavers went on to score nine straight points. City kept its lead throughout the rest of the game.

In the closing minutes, Coach Dave Polanicky put in many of his reserves.

Besides being the three leading scorers for City, Kissman, Zuckerman, and Pearl also lead the team in rebounds. Between them they made 58 attempts, 26 of which were successful. Polanicky put in many of his reserves.

The City freshman team ended its record at 3-3 by defeating Queens' freshmen, Thursday. Leading scorers for City were Richie Kent with 27 points. Also scoring in double figures were Chock Newman with 12 points and Curtis Hendrix with 10 points.

Is City Football Slated For Future?
Uptown Referee Landslide Winner

By Alan Wiener

Alfred fans: pack the lunch, fill the thermos, get out the old bottle, and bundle up for the season—Beaver football may be played in the not too distant future.

Although it did not actually sweep anybody out of office in the wake of its landslide, the football referendum passed Uptown with a resounding 2,247-344 vote.

Before the Lavender starts rivaling the Jets and the Giants, a few opponents have to be tackled—a faculty committee, and President Bussell G. Gallagher, who must give final approval.

A report to be presented to the faculty committee is now being drawn up by the football club Uptown. Supplementing the impact of this report will be the success of Baruch's efforts to collect signatures on football petitions circulated recently. Over 1,000 names were obtained, 1,000 is the number necessary for Student Council to vote on the proposal.

In the past, the faculty committee has not been expected to review the report for at least two weeks, so I would advise all of you to take off your stadium coats, and open the old bottle, for it may be a long, cold winter.

Cire to Coach Racketmen, Succeeds Retiring Karlin

Robert Cire, (Phys. and Health Ed., Uptown) was appointed as the Beavers' new tennis coach. The appointment was announced Monday by Department Chairman Dr. Hyman Krakower.

A graduate of Delta State College in Mississippi, Mr. Cire joined the College faculty in September, after three years at Hunter College. While at Hunter he coached freshman baseball and varsity swimming and basketball.

The new coach also has extensive tennis background. He was a competitor in both high school and college. While serving as tennis coach in various Mississippi high schools or at least one of his players wound up in the state championships every year.